
FULL EMOTION 
Excess 
To evoke the Football World Cup is to summon up the excess and debauchery... of the 
means put in place for the broadcast - more than 20 cameras for each match-, the 
marketing buzz surrounding the event, the media impact, the television viewers, the 
colossal financial stakes, exacerbated nationalism and astronomical salaries. Everything is 
extraordinary. 
Close-ups Zoom in immense close-up on the faces of players, anchor their interpretation 
with the title FULL EMOTION, accompanied by the words: EMOTIONS, TELEVISION, 
FOOTBALL, NATIONS..... COLORS, is to focus the image on another excess specific to TV 
broadcasting, that of the theatricalisation of emotions, here totally decontextualised from the 
action that generated them. 
Fragments Regina Virserius doesn't attend stadiums, she watches television, as most of us 
do during a World Cup: some 40 billion television viewers, in cumulative audience figures, 
have watched the matches of the World Cup finals tournament since 1998 - compared to 
barely 3 million spectators physically present in the stands!  As the World Cup unfolds, the 
TV screen constantly doubles reality: giant screens in stadiums, screens in our living rooms, 
vast screens in cities, in parks, in squares, numerous places are transformed into places of 
collective reception. To guarantee the programme, an astonishing panoply is put in place: 
more than twenty cameras around each stadium allow, thanks to the selection and instant 
editing by a director, an emission that multiplies viewpoints of the match, focuses on details, 
slows down action, replays, cuts up the moves, builds partial narratives, without temporal or 
spatial linearity. Paradoxically, the multiplication of the cameras - tools for recording reality - 
disperses the moving images, which become distanced from the idea of mimetic 
reproduction. To provide spectacular coverage, which "speaks to the eyes, imposing on the 
imagination", according to the definition of spectacular in the Petit Robert dictionary, the 
programme privileges a "give to see" that is seductive and exciting, but which deprives the 
viewer of a global apprehension of what is happening in the stadium. 
Glued to the screen, our eyes constantly reassemble the televisual fragments, trying to 
complete the unrolling of the match from clues. Nonetheless this succession of isolated 
figures, of menacing balls that roll towards us, of arms that rise angrily or victoriously, of 
bodies that writhe on the ground, of legs that pirouette, of tear-stained or joyous faces, 
stems more from the codes of fictional narratives than those of the reproduction of a real 
event, and transforms the match into an episode of a series full of dramatic twists. 
Decontextualisation Regina Virserius works on a giant scale, on the spectacularisation of 
emotions rendered readable on the faces thanks to the powerful technical means of film 
recording. Their capture from the TV screen places the re-presentations within photographic 
practice but the digital environment reconfigures the image as a mosaic of pixels that 
equally harks back to pictoral procedures. The freeze frames are like rapid note-taking of 
expressive physiognomies isolated in their temporality and spatiality, assembled to create a 
map of possible "emotions". These simulacra, completely drained of reference - the reality of 
the football world that justifies them - are inscribed within the history of portraiture, although 
the very tight cropping relegates to the second rang the role of "resemblance" that sticks to 
the genre, and equally makes it difficult to identity the nature of the feelings expressed 
"visually" in this series of captured images. Paradoxically, these images consumed live by 
billions of television viewers for their apparent immediacy with the event are thus instantly 
transformed at the moment of their transmission into a heart-stopping representation, thanks 
to the narrative techniques allowed by new technologies (slow motion, decomposition, 
replays, etc), distanced from the continuity of the action, detached from reality. Teamplay is 
thus reduced to striking details - eyes, noses, mouths -, shots that search the body, "people-
ising" the show to gain audience share. 
Spectacularisation The exorbitant number of television viewers of the World Cup, compared 
to those who experience the event live, contributes to the development of a photographic 
vision of the world, as evoked in a written reflection by Paul Virilio in 1984: "The direct 
observation of visible phenomena gives way to teleobservation where the viewer no longer 
has direct contact with observed reality", along with the errors in interpretation that don't fail 
to appear with this lack of a vision of the real world. Thus the gods of the stadium gather in 
national teams that exist only within the framework of the World Cup and whose fictional 
aspect is reflected in Full Emotion; they provide the illusion of national unity, even while 
dispersed each in his own club. Each team serves the image - still - symbolic of a nation 
through flags and shirts, to which Regina Virserius alludes with surfaces in uniform colours, 
despite the televisual requirement that privileges the cult of individual action. Regina 
Virserius pushes this media logic of spectacularisation, which gives a secondary role to 



collective action, to its extreme in detaching the faces from their environment to leave only 
the emotional impact, a measure of the public's seduction. 
Ubiquity A veritable theatre staging, the match broadcasts are viewed like a story, from 
which all dead time is banished. Slow motions and repeats weave a warlike narrative of 
teamplay, despite the extremely limited representations of collective action. The panoramic 
whole of the pitch lacks "mediatic" interest. What fascinates the television viewer is the 
possibility of being "in" the action, of seeing from close up the faces marked by effort, of 
penetrating the intimacy of the effort. To attend a match "live" in the stands finally turns out 
to be much less exciting, if it weren't that in future giant screens have been added that allow 
both the overall view and the close-ups, to multiply viewpoints and realise an old dream: the 
gift of ubiquity. 
Observer of television codes, Regina Virserius adds her own filters. With her images of 
images, she creates a composition of added pieces, which fits into the continuity of both the 
fragmentation process of television and her own experiments. Indeed, in parallel, the artist's 
diverse investigations all deal with power, war, nationalism, territorial possession and the 
media spectacle. Full Emotion is located at the junction of these investigations. 
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